cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780129 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction peg_34 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780156 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780157 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780186 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780215 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780258 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780270 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780272 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780280 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780283 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780290 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 255764462 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction 254780316 cytoplasmic 2 1. function; 2. structure prediction
